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ABSTRACT
Crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS) are gaining considerable attention due to the ease with which they can be deployed for a range of domains without any substantial training costs. On the downside, CPCSs currently suffer from long response delays, which hampers their potential as conversational partners for real users. Furthermore, time perception theories are equivocal regarding the impact of user’s mood states on the perceived delays. Thus, our current research examines the combined influence of response delays and mood upon the perceived latency of CPCS in an information retrieval context.
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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Due to the shortcomings of current artificial intelligence (AI) techniques and natural language understanding, automated methods are not yet capable of dealing with the complexity of conversational...
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interactions, often resulting in conversation breakdowns [2]. Crowd-powered conversational systems (CPCS) [10, 14] have been proposed as a remedy to these shortcomings of AI. CPCSs proposed recently make use of sophisticated recruiting, rewarding and user interface techniques to reduce latency of crowd input from hours to few seconds [3]. A pioneering example is Chorus [14], which is a text-based conversational agent that assists end-users with information retrieval tasks by conversing with an online group of workers in real time. Since such CPCS rely (fully [14] or partially [10]) on the cohort of humans, significant response delays are expected that might induce frustration in end-users. The vast majority of work in the CPCS area has focused mainly on reporting the “actual” or system response latency [See pioneer works in CPCS: 4, 11, 12, 14], but relatively little is understood concerning the “perceived” latency from the users’ point of view. The advantages of understanding the perceived waiting times in CPCS are twofold: 1) we can understand the upper limits acceptable for waiting time in CPCS, which is unknown as of yet. 2) Based on acceptable waiting time, we can design interventions, such as time fillers to counter the negative effects of waiting in CPCS. This apparent gap in our current understanding leads naturally to our first research question (RQ1): How do end users perceive the response latency of varying length while interacting with CPCS?

Prior research has produced contradictory results concerning the influence of emotions on time perception. Research in time perception and emotions has supported the hypothesis that being in the unpleasant mood states can lead to an extended sense of elapsed time as compared to being in neutral states [9]. In another study, Gil and Droit-Volet [8] argued that unpleasant mood states cause the time to pass more quickly. We hypothesize that in Information Retrieval (IR) conversational tasks, workers who are in an unpleasant mood state will perceive the response time lengthier than those who are in the pleasant state. We formed our hypothesis based on the prior works in microtask crowdsourcing, which argued that workers in pleasant mood perceived greater engagement [18], produced high quality results, and reported lower cognitive load [16]. This leads us to second research question (RQ2): How does user’s mood influence the perceived latency of CPCS?

METHOD

We conducted a between-subjects experiment on the Prolific crowdsourcing platform to study the combined influence of delay and mood on the waiting experience of users while they interacted with the CPCS. We had four conditions based on the response delays: 2, 4, 8 and 16s. For each condition, we hired 60 unique workers. Our total sample includes 242 workers. We restricted the experiment to only US and UK workers. Each worker was paid £1.00 fixed amount (£8.57/h).

Fig. 2 represents steps involved in the procedure. (1) First of all, participants who accepted the task were asked to read and sign the consent form. This form explained that the chatbot is powered by hybrid intelligence explaining that answers are generated by a combination of computational and human input. Specifically, participants interacted with a simulated chatbot that replays human
generated statements in a programmed sequence, while controlling the response rate. (2) Before proceeding further, we asked participants to express their current mood using the Pick-A-Mood scale [6]. Pick-A-Mood is a cartoon-based pictorial instrument for reporting moods. It measures eight distinct mood states, which can be divided into two groups: pleasant (excited, cheerful, relaxed, calm), and unpleasant (tense, irritated, bored, sad) with the addition of an optional neutral state. (3) After that, participants were redirected to the instructions page which contained explanations on how to interact with the bot, and which presented them with IR tasks in three domains (Health, Science & Technology, Entertainment).

(4) After indicating their mood, participants could interact with the conversational task. To imitate IR tasks with CPCS, we built the Talash bot (Fig. 1), which is simply a chatbot designed to answer IR queries in three domains – Health, Science & Technology and Entertainment. For the design of IR tasks, we relied on the framework developed by Kelly et al. [13], which is based on the principles of Bloom’s taxonomy. They have provided a list of search tasks that can be reused by others (see sample tasks in Table 1). We varied the response time of the Talash bot based on the following geometric sequence: 2, 4, 8, and 16s. We adopted this sequence from prior research done by Butler [5] where he studied the relationship between computer response times (2, 4, 8, 16 and 32s) and user performance with simple data entry tasks. Nevertheless, we removed the excessive 32s delay level for the sake of current study. The Talash bot initiates the discussion by greeting the user. The user is then provided with some predefined domains in the form of quick replies (Fig. 1.A). After the user selects any domain of interest, Talash replaces quick replies with a predefined search task based on the dataset provided by Kelly et al. [13], and displays it in a chat bubble (Fig. 1.B). After the set time has elapsed, a predefined response is shown to the participants. Finally, users are shown quick replies (“OK Thank You!” or “OK Perfect!”) which they need to click to exit the IR task. We did not provide the option for users to type whatever they want or to ask follow-up questions because the priority for this study was to examine the combined influence of delays and mood on waiting experience. Thus, we were not interested in the variation of user input and response quality and wish to avoid confounding influences upon the perceived time delay.

(5) After the conversational task, participants were asked to fill out the exit survey. In the survey, Perceived Waiting Time (PWT) was assessed by asking the participants to give an estimate of total time (in seconds) they spent waiting between the user’s response and the bot’s response. We also measured the cognitive component of waiting time; it measures the perception of the time spent in terms of long or short judgement [15]. It is measured on a five-point scale (1: ‘very short’, 5: ‘very long’). We also asked participants to share any additional thoughts, remarks, or feedback that they may have regarding their experience interacting with Talash. In summary, we had two independent variables mood and delay and two dependent variables PWT and cognitive.
RESULTS

Since there were fewer participants in the unpleasant group (tense, irritated, bored, sad), we split the participants into three groups: pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral group. A two-way ANOVA was conducted that examined the effect of mood (3 levels) and delay (4 levels) on the cognitive variable. The assumption of homogeneity of variances was not violated ($p = 0.418$). We found a statistically significant interaction between the effects of Mood and Delay on cognitive, $F(6, 226) = 2.831, p = .011$ (Fig. 3). We further investigated the effect of mood on the mean cognitive scores at every level of delay through one-way ANOVAs. We only found a significant main effect of mood on the cognitive variable at the delay level of 2s ($F(2, 57) = 3.822, p = .028$) – Fig. 3. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment indicates that cognitive score was higher for the participants who had neutral mood ($M = 3.0$) than those who had pleasant mood ($M = 1.46$) – $p = .024$. Please note that a higher mean value of the cognitive scores indicates that participants perceived the response delays as longer. We expand on this further in the discussion. We did not find any difference in the mean cognitive scores at other levels of delays.

We also ran two-way ANOVA for the dependent PWT. We did not find interaction effect between mood and delay levels. However, the simple main effect of delay on mean PWT was statistically significant $F(3, 226) = 5.243, p < .002$. Pairwise comparisons indicates that the difference in PWT was significant between 2-sec ($M = 2.89$) and 16-sec ($M = 9.42$)– $p < .001$, 4-sec ($M = 2.44$) and 16-sec ($M = 9.42$)– $p < .001$, and 8-sec ($M = 5.78$) and 16-sec ($M = 9.42$)– $p < .001$ – Fig. 4

DISCUSSION

From Fig. 3, it is evident that participants who reported being in a pleasant mood perceived the response delays smaller for 2s ($N = 60$), 4s ($N = 57$) and 8s ($N = 61$) delays. The difference in cognitive score was not significant among 2s ($M = 1.4$), 4s ($M = 1.3$) and 8s ($M = 1.7$) conditions for the pleasant group. This finding can be compared with an earlier study [7] that argues that while interacting with the conversational application, users can only tolerate a silence that does not exceed 8 seconds. On the other hand, participants who reported being in a pleasant mood perceived the response delays longer for the 16s ($M = 2.9, N = 60$) condition. Thus, we conclude that with the IR-based CPCS, users who are in pleasant state can tolerate the delays up to 8s and after this limit, their perception of response time will increase. This is also clear form the Fig. 4 where participants perceived 16s delay as 9.4s (> 8s). One possible interpretation of this finding is that longer response times can change the mood of the users from pleasant to unpleasant state due to stress and frustration [17]. Furthermore, it is not clear whether participants who reported ‘neutral’ mood were actually sad or calm because in a prior study [1], 5% of their participants failed to differentiate between the mood-states neutral, sad, and calm. We will investigate this further in future study. Thus, we conclude that for IR-based
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CPCS, response delays longer than 8s should be mitigated with time fillers, such as a holding message ("please bear with me while I think about that") or graphical typing indicators (three animated dots).

In summary, participants in our study perceived the response delays to be shorter than the system delays in reality (except when the delays were quite short; 2 seconds, cf. Fig. 4). Participants who indicated pleasant moods were only able to tolerate response delays up to 8s, after which their perception of waiting times reportedly increased.

The fact is that current CPCS are nowhere near the threshold of 8s; for instance, Chorus can only reduce delays up to 44.6 seconds by employing multiple workers, which may not always be affordable. Therefore, we argue that resolving response latency in CPCSs is a neglected area of research that deserves attention to effectively support a variety of applications.

POSITION STATEMENTS

We present an academic perspective about integrating CUIs and crowd computing to support wide variety of tasks, such as microtask crowdsourcing, crowd training and mental health. CPCS are currently more robust than AI to diverse domains and can competently hold a conversation with users in a more fluid, multi-turn conversation. Additionally, CPCS can be deployed quickly with no training cost and thereby can support a wide variety of application domains, such as tutoring, companionship, and search assistant, among others. On the downside, CPCSs currently suffer from long response delays, which hampers the feasibility of using CPCSs as conversational partners. From the user’s point of view, we believe that different mood states can also shape user’s perceptions about the perceived delays. This study is a part of a larger project that attempts to explore the connection between mood states and perceived latency for CPCS. This study can also initiate interesting discussion around various topics, such as the impact of response quality, task complexity, task type (e.g., mental health, education, information retrieval) and different waiting time fillers on the perception of delays.
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